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Executive Summary
The Bank of England base rate is unlikely to rise until 2017
unless wage growth accelerates
Mortgage rates are likely to rise in Q1 2016 as lenders hold back and
prepare to implement the Mortgage Credit Directive
Gross mortgage lending this year is likely to reach £212bn
Net mortgage lending is likely to reach £30bn
AMI would like to see the CML include product transfer remortgage
amounts in its monthly gross and net lending figures
New build remains insufficient and must be encouraged at government
policy level
Government should introduce tax reliefs for older borrowers looking to
downsize
Regulators considering caps on the buy-to-let mortgage market must
consider that only a third of buy-to-lets in the UK are funded by
mortgages with the remainder cash purchases
Lenders are still failing to make full use of transitional rules to help
borrowers. The FCA has a responsibility to intervene
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uarterly output growth in the UK has
fallen back from a peak of 0.9% in the
second quarter of 2014 to 0.5% in the third
quarter of 2015. Figures from the Office for
National Statistics showed this decline was
down in large part to an unexpected fall in
construction output, something the Bank of
England has suggested weighed more heavily
on growth than it had been expecting.
Income flows into the UK remain under
pressure. As a country we have spent the past
two decades selling the family silver. Many
of our major corporations are now owned
by foreign investors following the sale of our
airports, water and utility companies UK profits
are steadily leaving our shores which AMI
believes presents problems for returning the
economy to full health.
Productivity growth meanwhile is beginning to
improve which the Bank has noted will restrain
the impact of high pay on firms’ overall costs.
Consumer price inflation has been hovering
around nil for several months and fell to -0.1%
over the 12 months to October 2015. We
do not believe this poses a problem for the
UK economy in itself, indeed it will take the
pressure off the Monetary Policy Committee’s
desire to raise interest rates, however a larger
problem in store could be wage growth which
has strengthened over the past year.
(see Chart 1)
Bank of England data show that real incomes
grew 2.4% in the four quarters to the end
of Q2 2015 compared to a little over 1%
growth on average in 2014. Employment
and a strengthening in average wage growth

Chart 1: Average weekly earnings index: whole economy real terms
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Committee’s desire to raise interest rates, however a larger problem in store
could be wage growth which has strengthened over the past year.
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raise the base rate earlier than expected.
(see Chart 2)
More positively, the proportion of households
with high mortgage debt to income has fallen
while the proportion of household income
spent on servicing debt has remained broadly
stable over the past five years. Interest
payments have fallen as a proportion of
income, credit conditions have improved and
the stock of debt has declined as people have
taken the opportunity to make overpayments
on their mortgages while rates remain low.
For many households this has improved their
financial positions and coupled with rising
incomes, should offer a further buffer for
many when interest rates do begin to rise.
The aggregate household debt service ratio
has been stable with the Bank suggesting
improving credit conditions should continue to
support consumer spending.
(see Chart 3)
AMI’s concern is that tightening in mortgage
lenders’ appetite to grow their books early
next year ahead of the Mortgage Credit
Directive could negatively influence consumer
confidence to the detriment of consumption.
In order to manage pipeline some lenders may
increase rates to slow application flows. If this
were to coincide with strong wage growth, it
could bring forward the need for a wider rise
in interest rates, meaning a rise in Bank of
England Base Rate.

Interest rates and
monetary policy

T

he November Inflation Report from the
Bank of England indicated that markets
see increased risks to the downside for the
UK’s economy. As a result markets are now
anticipating that any rise in interest rates will
come later than previously thought.
Wholesale funding costs for UK banks
remained little changed over the three months
before the November report was published and
are still significantly lower than the levels seen
in 2011-2012.
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that the Bank will raise rates at all in 2016 with
the first rise of 0.25% coming in the first half of
2017.
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The dynamic between

bank base rate and
quantitative easing has also shifted meaning
we believe it is now likely that we will see
base rate rise to 2% before the Bank is able to
begin unwinding quantitative easing. Economic
headwinds are stronger than previously
thought with the latest Inflation Report being
the first time this year that the Monetary
Policy Committee has deemed it necessary
to highlight these risks. With the ECB also
needing to cut rates and supplement QE due to
the wider world economic slowdown it reduces
pressure on the UK to increase rates.

Housing supply
Source: Bank of England, Bloomberg,
European Central Bank, Federal Reserve

AMI is of the view that any rise in the base
rate is unlikely to hit large numbers of people
significantly in the short term. Many borrowers
are easily able to afford to repay their mortgage
while on lenders’ standard variable rates.
Figures from the House of Commons Library
show the average standard variable rate has
fallen slightly over the past year to 4.5% in
October this year from 4.53% 12 months
previously. The average 2-year fixed rate was
down to 1.87% in October from 2.21% a year
before. Most mortgages being taken out
currently are on fixed rates, which means that
it will be some time before any increase in Base
Rates impacts their expenditure.
Problems will arise only for those borrowers
who find themselves unable to remortgage
under the affordability rules now in place.
Lenders have been historically bad at using the
transitional rules to aid struggling borrowers
and we think this reluctance to flex affordability
controls is not likely to change following
MCD which reduces the options for mortgage
prisoners further.
However the base rate would have to rise
more than 0.5% for a significant number of
borrowers to really begin to struggle. AMI’s
current view is that it is becoming less likely

T

he single biggest issue facing the market is
the lack of supply of residential property.
Builders are not building enough – in part
because of an historic scaling back of skilled
employees and a reduction of ancillary industry
capacity – fewer electricians, plumbers and
glaziers etc. This has begun to reverse this year
and there are additional factors which would
support an increase in building.
Mortgage lenders have shown increasing
appetite to lend on new build property and
the government’s Help to Buy scheme has
brought much needed reassurance to the
sector. Several lenders have extended their
high loan-to-value mortgage ranges and LTVs
in the new build sector have also risen over the
year. The market has seen several specialist
lenders improve their offerings in the new build
arena and while arguably there is still room for
improvement on criteria, particularly for new
build flats, strides have been made to increase
builder confidence in post-completion sales.
Nevertheless builders are still simply not
building enough new homes to meet rising
demand and augment supply. AMI is hopeful
that the infrastructure commission, announced
in October and to be led by Labour peer
Lord Adonis, will begin to address some
of the factors holding new construction
back. Agreeing and building much needed
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infrastructure in the right places must be tied
together with the provision of new homes.
Coupled with the lack of new build property
coming to the market there is also not enough
existing stock being put up for sale. Transaction
levels are still historically low and the Royal
Institute of Chartered Surveyors’ latest survey
shows new instructions coming to the market
remain weak.
Price is putting many would-be homeowners
out of the market and restricting mobility
around the country. For many it is still more
affordable to move three miles down the road
and continue to drive 50 miles to work each
day than to move closer to town and city
centres.
House price inflation and transaction volumes
(see Charts 5,6) (England and Wales)
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While builders have a reason to consider these
dynamics when creating new supply there is a
noticeable lack of government support in this
area of the market. Intervention to support
first-time buyers getting onto the property
ladder has been welcome and has helped get
the gears moving at the bottom end of the
market. But for the housing machine to flow
there needs to be some central policy thought
given to those in retirement and at the top end
of the market.
Currently AMI believes intervention on capital
gains tax, stamp duty and inheritance tax would
help alleviate some of the pressures building up
at this end of the housing market. We would
like to see family mortgages exempted from
capital gains tax. This would encourage more
people to invest equity in supporting their
children into homeownership without suffering
damaging CGT bills at the point of sale.
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The types of housing on offer to older people
are often not what they want. Retirees in
general want to live in mixed communities, near
children and grandchildren with good quality
amenities and infrastructure close by. There is
too limited a supply of this sort of housing at
affordable prices. Downsizing from a four-bed
house out of town to a two-bed flat next to the
kids can often mean finding several hundred
thousand pounds more.

Mortgage lending

price inflation and transaction volumes
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The types of housing on offer to older people are often not what they want.
Retirees in general want to live in mixed communities, near children and
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The lender trade body has forecast £209bn of
gross lending will be done in 2015, rising to
£230bn in 2016. Net lending predictions for
this year sit at £22bn rising to £26bn next year.
(see Chart 7, Table 1, Chart 8)
However, while lenders believe the market will
only reach £209bn gross lending this year AMI
is forecasting that gross lending will exceed
that to reach £212bn in 2015. Next year we
are also more bullish than the CML, believing
gross lending will reach £232bn. We think
net lending this year will be higher than the
CML figures suggest as well at £30bn rising to
£35bn in 2016.

Remortgage

T

he remortgage market has seen a good
recovery this year following comments
made by Mark Carney, governor of the Bank of
England over the Summer hinting that the first
base rate rise could be as early as Q1 next year.
AMI is of the view that this market could start
to come under pressure next year as the threat
of a rate rise recedes. Intermediaries are seeing
strong levels of business in the residential
purchase and buy-to-let markets and as such
are not revisiting their client back books to
initiative remortgage conversations to the
extent they might.
(see Chart 9)
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Product transfers

A

MI considers that the Council of Mortgage
Lenders should move to include product
transfers business in its reported monthly
lending figures. Currently no measure is taken
of this business and it is distorting everybody’s
understanding of the lending going on in the
marketplace as a whole.
As intermediaries, accounting for over 70% of
gross lending in the market this year, we have a
clear insight into where lending is being done.
With more and more lenders agreeing to pay
brokers a procuration fee to advise clients on
product transfers this market is significant for
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usual for owner-occupiers to hold property.
Research from Countrywide suggests on
average landlords only trade properties every
17 years compared to 14 years for the average
homeowner.

This demonstrates a shift in the structure of
the housing market and should not be viewed
0
in isolation from other dynamics at play. Social
housing availability has fallen considerably
in this country since the 1980s. With the
government’s decision to pay housing benefit
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The buy-to-let sector is facing significant uncertainty following the Treasury’s
announcement that it plans to give the Financial Policy Committee powers to
curb buy-to-let mortgage lending should the Bank of England consider this
market to be overheating. This is in addition to the announcement by the
Chancellor during his Summer Budget that tax relief for landlords will be
gradually reduced between 2017 and 2020. The industry is concerned that with
the proposals to introduce an additional 3% stamp duty on second homes and
buy-to-let properties these two initiatives will do more than slow the buy-to-let

Comment [R1]
this graph
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an additional 3% stamp duty on second homes
and buy-to-let properties these two initiatives
will do more than slow the buy-to-let market.
It has the potential to create a fall in London
property prices that could then lead to the
wider fall in property prices which the Financial
Policy Committee are concerned could happen.
Economic stability in the housing market is
important however AMI would encourage
the Treasury, Bank of England, FCA and FPC
to consider buy-to-let figures in their proper
context. Just a third of all transactions involving
a landlord purchasing a property to rent
privately are funded using a mortgage. The
remainder are cash purchases.
We would question whether caps on buy-to-let
lending will therefore have the desired effect of
cooling investment into the UK’s private rented
sector.
(see Chart 10)
There is much rhetoric around buy-to-let,
fuelled by consumer protection bodies such
as Shelter and Which? that does not take full
account of the dynamics underpinning this
sector.
The buy-to-let market is intensely competitive
on price already with more than 1,000 products
available for landlords to choose from. New
entrants into this sector have created strong
niches in the near-prime and complex buy-tolet sectors with growth in lending on Houses in
Multiple Occupation and to limited companies
on the rise according to AMI members. This
competition is much needed and helps to
provide better quality private rented housing
for a growing number of people in the UK.
Introducing uncertainty into the buy-to-let
market is likely to stifle innovation and cause
lenders to retreat, putting further pressure on
the supply of housing.
AMI would urge all bodies to work closely
with the industry to ensure that any measures
brought in by the FPC are co-ordinated with
Treasury and other factors affecting the
market to avoid squeezing a healthy market
unnecessarily.

Regulation

L

ending picked up significantly in 2012
following the publication of the FCA’s rules
on the Mortgage Market Review. We believe
that a similar trend is likely following MCD
bedding in. The implementation of MCD is
likely to hold lending back a bit in the first
quarter of 2016; thereafter however lending
is likely to pick up pretty quickly over the
remainder of the year as regulatory certainty
improves.
However there remain regulatory risks to the
mortgage market. Earlier this year the Treasury
and FCA announced a review into financial
advice while the FCA announced plans to
review competition in the mortgage market
to assess whether it was working properly.
AMI believes that any measures to promote
competition are positive. However we would
question whether yet further uncertainty on
regulation is likely to encourage lenders to
push innovative boundaries.
Debate about whether the mortgage market
serves customers well is welcome but there is
a fine balance to be struck between a helpful
and an unhelpful review into lenders’ product
provision.
We would ask the FCA to consider what
questions it is specifically looking to address
as part of this review and to give the market –
both lenders and intermediaries – clarity on its
scope and intended objectives. Uncertainty will
only serve to limit lending and put a dampener
on lender appetite to innovate.

